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The notion of non-equatorial spherical photon orbits is among the very special properties of the
Kerr spacetime of rotating black holes and is one that leaves a clear mark on the electromagnetic and
gravitational wave signature of these objects. In principle, one could use observations like the shadow
a black hole casts when is externally illuminated or the gravitational quasi-normal mode ringdown
of merging black holes in order to identify the Kerr metric via its light-ring and spherical photon
orbit structure, or perhaps look for the presence of more exotic non-Kerr ultracompact objects. This
approach would require some understanding of how circular photon orbits behave in alternative (and
far less special) non-Kerr spacetimes. In this letter we explore the connection between the existence
of spherical photon orbits and the separability of a general stationary and axisymmetric spacetime.
We show that a spacetime cannot be separable if it possesses an equatorial photon ring but at the
same time does not admit (in any coordinate system) non-equatorial spherical photon orbits. As
a result, the separability-circularity connection could serve as a non-Kerr diagnostic of black hole
candidates.
Context. — Gravitational wave (GW) astronomy has
finally become a tangible reality after the first direct
detection of signals from merging black holes by the
Advanced LIGO/VIRGO collaboration [1–4]. This new
observational window holds promise of unprecedented
tests of general relativity (GR) in strong gravity envi-
ronments [5–7].
A tantalising prospect of future GW observations is
the ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ identification of the merg-
ing compact objects as Kerr black holes, as so uniquely
predicted by Einstein’s theory. What we presently call
‘black hole candidates’ are most likely Kerr black holes,
but observations still cannot rule out alternatives such as
black holes of other – rivals to GR – theories of gravity,
or ultracompact objects (UCOs) made of some kind of
exotic matter.
Tests of the so-called Kerr hypothesis with merging
black hole binaries could be based on either the inspiral
signal [8] or the post-merger quasi-normal mode (QNM)
ringdown [9], or a combination of these two. The tech-
nique of ‘black hole spectroscopy’ rests on the measure-
ment of a sufficient number of QNM frequencies and
damping rates in the ringdown signal [10–12] as an un-
equivocal indicator of the Kerr spacetime, and is facil-
itated by a detailed understanding of black hole QNM
spectra (see [13, 14] for a review).
Much of our intuition about the ringdown of Kerr black
holes is based on the eikonal limit approximation: this
relates the ringdown frequency and damping rate to the
properties of the unstable photon circular orbit (usually
dubbed the ‘photon ring’) with a surprisingly good nu-
merical accuracy [13–21]. The basic mental picture is
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that of wavepackets temporarily trapped in orbit in the
vicinity of the photon ring, slowly leaking towards in-
finity and the event horizon. Recent work [22–25] has
extended the photon ring/ringdown link to the case of
black hole-mimicking UCOs as a way of approximating
their largely unknown QNM spectra.
In the entirely different context of photon astronomy
and supermassive black holes in galactic nuclei, photon
circular orbits come to play a key role in the formation
of the ‘shadow’ that these systems cast when they are
illuminated by e.g. a hot accretion disk. Resolving the
shape and boundary of the shadow of our galactic Sgr
A∗ black hole is one of the main objectives of the Event
Horizon Telescope (EHT) [26]. This kind of observations
could be used to probe possible deviations from the Kerr
metric [27–33].
Motivated by the importance of photon circular orbits
in black hole physics, in this letter we investigate to what
extent these orbits exist in an arbitrary axisymmetric-
stationary spacetime when motion is not confined in the
equatorial plane. Based on the formulation of necessary
conditions for the existence of a generalised class of non-
equatorial circular photon orbits, our analysis reveals an
intriguing (and, we believe, so far unnoticed) connection
between spherical photon orbits and the separability of
a spacetime. This connection implies that a spacetime
cannot be separable if it possesses an equatorial light-
ring but does not admit spherical photon orbits (in any
coordinate system).
Formalism for null geodesics. — We consider an ar-
bitrary axisymmetric, stationary and equatorially sym-
metric spacetime described by a metric gµν(r, θ) in a
spherical-like coordinate system, and we further assume
that the spacetime is circular, i.e., that the 2-dimensional
surfaces orthogonal to the Killing fields are integrable
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2[34]. The line element then can be written as
ds2 = gttdt
2 +grrdr
2 +2gtϕdtdϕ+gθθdθ
2 +gϕϕdϕ
2. (1)
Geodesics in this spacetime have a conserved energy
E = −ut and angular momentum L = uϕ (along the
symmetry axis). For null geodesics in particular, we can
work with the impact parameter b = L/E and effectively
set E → 1 after a rescaling λ→ Eλ of the affine param-
eter. The norm uµuµ = 0 becomes an equation with an
effective potential (here D = g2tϕ − gttgϕϕ)
grru2r + g
θθu2θ =
1
D
(
gttb
2 + 2gtϕb+ gϕϕ
) ≡ Veff(r, θ, b).
(2)
The quadratic form of this equation implies that Veff = 0
marks the zero-velocity separatrix between allowed and
forbidden regions for geodesic motion.
Unlike geodesic motion in Kerr where the additional
existence of a third integral (Carter constant) results in
decoupled first-order radial and meridional equations, in
the general metric (1) one is obliged to work with the
second-order geodesic equation,
ακ ≡ duκ
dλ
=
1
2
gµν,κu
µuν . (3)
For the following analysis we need the θ-component of
the acceleration,
αθ =
1
2
(
grr,θ
g2rr
u2r +
gθθ,θ
g2θθ
u2θ
)
+
1
2
Veff,θ, (4)
together with the λ-derivative of (2),
ur
grr
(
2αr − grr,r
g2rr
u2r −
grr,θ
grrgθθ
uruθ
)
+
uθ
gθθ
(
2αθ − gθθ,θ
g2θθ
u2θ −
gθθ,r
grrgθθ
uruθ
)
=
ur
grr
Veff,r +
uθ
gθθ
Veff,θ. (5)
These general equations can now be applied to the par-
ticular case of circular photon orbits.
Spherical and ‘spheroidal’ orbits. — The most familiar
example of non-equatorial circular orbits are the spher-
ical orbits of the Kerr metric (in Boyer-Lindquist coor-
dinates). As the name suggests, these orbits are con-
fined on a spherical surface of radius r0. However, one
can think of a more general class of non-equatorial orbits
where motion is confined on a spheroidal-shaped shell
r0 = r0(θ) which is reflection-symmetric with respect to
the equator. We shall call this more general type of or-
bit spheroidal. The actual shape of the shell need not be
spheroidal; indeed, if r0(θ) is not a single-valued function,
the shell may be a torus-like surface in three dimensions
(see e.g. [32]).
For these spheroidal orbits, the velocity components
ur, uθ are related as
ur = r′0u
θ ⇒ ur = grr
gθθ
r′0uθ, (6)
where a prime stands for a derivative with respect to
the argument. Hereafter, all functions of r are to be
evaluated at r = r0(θ).
For the spheroidal orbit’s radial acceleration we simi-
larly obtain
αr =
grr
gθθ
r′0αθ +
u2θ
g3θθ
[
gθθgrrr
′′
0 + r
′
0 ( gθθgrr,θ − grrgθθ,θ )
+ (r′0)
2 ( gθθgrr,r − grrgθθ,r )
]
. (7)
Meanwhile, the previous Eqs. (2), (4), (5) become,[
grr(r
′
0)
2 + gθθ
]
u2θ = g
2
θθVeff , (8)
αθ =
u2θ
2g2θθ
[
grr,θ(r
′
0)
2 + gθθ,θ
]
+
1
2
Veff,θ, (9)
r′0
[
2αr − r
′
0u
2
θ
g2θθ
( grr,θ + grr,rr
′
0 )
]
+ 2αθ
− u
2
θ
g2θθ
( gθθ,θ + gθθ,rr
′
0 ) = r
′
0Veff,r + Veff,θ. (10)
In the limit of equatorial motion, uθ = αθ = 0, these
equations reduce to the well-known circular orbit condi-
tions Veff = Veff,r = 0.
We can now proceed to the derivation of a necessary
‘circularity’ condition for spherical/spheroidal photon or-
bits. This originates from (10) after eliminating αr, αθ
and u2θ with the help of Eqs. (7), (9) and (8), respectively.
After some algebra we obtain,
0 = (r′0)
2
[
( gθθgrr,r − 2grrgθθ,r )Veff − grrgθθVeff,r
]
+ r′0
[
( 2gθθgrr,θ − grrgθθ,θ )Veff + grrgθθVeff,θ
]
+ grr(r
′
0)
3 (grrVeff),θ + gθθ
[
2grrVeffr
′′
0 − (gθθVeff),r
]
.
(11)
It is easy to verify that for spherical orbits in the Kerr
metric this condition reduces to the known Kerr expres-
sion. It should also be noted that (11) offers no informa-
tion about the stability of the orbit – this would require
extra input from the second derivatives of Veff .
Spherical orbits and separability. — From the condi-
tion (11) and for a metric of the form (1) we can establish
the following remarkable result: if a spacetime is separa-
ble in a given coordinate system, then spherical photon
orbits can exist, and in fact must exist, if the spacetime
possesses equatorial photon rings. The converse result,
i.e., inferring from the existence of spherical photon or-
bits the separability of a space time, can be shown to hold
3only for a limited class of spacetimes satisfying some spe-
cific restriction, which we will not discuss here (see dis-
cussion in [35] for more details on this).1 A corollary of
this proposition is that a spacetime cannot be separable
if it does not admit spherical orbits (in any coordinates)
while it admits equatorial photon rings. We now proceed
to demonstrate our results.
For a spacetime of the general form (1) the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for null geodesics becomes [36],
(S,r)
2
grr
+
(S,θ)
2
gθθ
− Veff = 0, (12)
where S(r, θ) is Hamilton’s characteristic function. A
separable spacetime entails an additive S, i.e. S =
Sr(r) + Sθ(θ) [37]. Assuming the conditions
gθθVeff = f1(r)h(θ) + g(θ), (13)
gθθ
grr
= f2(r)h(θ), (14)
(here f1, f2, h, g are arbitrary functions of their argu-
ment) we can rearrange (12) as,
f2(r)(S
′
r)
2 − f1(r) = 1
h(θ)
[
g(θ)− (S′θ)2
]
= C, (15)
and demonstrate the separability of the system, with C
playing the role of the third constant (or ‘Carter con-
stant’). The constraints (13), (14) are obeyed by Carter’s
general class of ‘canonical’ metrics [38] that allow the sep-
aration of the Hamilton-Jacobi, Schro¨dinger and scalar
wave equations. Members of this class include known
separable metrics such as the Kerr metric and its defor-
mation devised by Johannsen [39].
We can now make contact with spherical photon orbits.
For r0 = const. the condition (11) becomes,
(gθθVeff),r |r0 = 0, (16)
which is a condition for the existence of spherical orbits.
But if a spacetime is separable, then the condition (13)
holds, which then implies that the condition (16) also
holds as long as f ′1(r0) = 0 has roots. Therefore a sep-
arable spacetime can admit spherical photon orbits. If
a given spacetime is additionally known to have equa-
torial photon rings, then this ensures that the equation
f ′1(r) = 0 has roots. This can be seen from (15), after
setting S′r = grru
r:
f2(r) (grru
r)
2
= C + f1(r) ≡ Vr(r). (17)
Provided a photon ring exists, then Vr = V
′
r = 0 at the
ring’s radius. The latter condition implies f ′1(r) = 0. We
have thus established the first half of our result.
1 In short, one cannot exclude the possibility of having non-
separable spacetimes with spherical photon orbits.
It is now easy to demonstrate the corollary result: for a
separable spacetime with an equatorial photon ring but
without spherical orbits, the preceding analysis implies
the conditions (13), (14) and f ′1(r) = 0 for some r0. In
turn this means that Eq. (16) holds and as a consequence
r = r0 solves the circularity condition, i.e., spherical or-
bits exist in contradiction with the initial assumption.
Although the existence of an equatorial photon ring
may look like a strong mathematical requirement, it is
nevertheless a very reasonable physical assumption. In-
deed, photon rings emerge as a generic property of black
hole solutions in GR, known ‘deformations’ of these so-
lutions, UCO spacetimes and so on [22, 25, 27, 33].
Another point that should be highlighted is the inher-
ent gauge dependence of spherical orbits. These orbits
occur in an appropriate coordinate system, like the one
that allows separability. In a different set of coordinates
these orbits may become spheroidal ones with r0 = r0(θ).
It should be made clear therefore that the spherical or-
bits/separability discussion is taking place in specific co-
ordinate system.
A question that goes beyond this section’s results con-
cerns the presence of spheroidal orbits in non-separable
axisymmetric-stationary spacetimes. This issue is ex-
plored in more detail in a companion paper [35]; here it
will suffice to say that it is not easy to ascertain whether
such orbits exist or not when separability is lost. The
numerical results reported in the following section and
in [35] suggest that spacetimes that are deformed away
from separability have their photon orbits deformed into
spheroidal.
Loss of spherical orbits in non-Kerr spacetimes. — In
order to explore the implications of our previous results,
we consider the specific example of the non-separable
Johannsen-Psaltis (JP) metric, see [40] for its explicit
form (a more detailed analysis of the JP metric as well as
similar results for other metrics can be found in our com-
panion paper [35]). This is a spacetime of the form (1)
(albeit not a solution of the GR equations) constructed
as a deformation away from Kerr. The deformation itself
is controlled by a single constant parameter ε3, so that
ε3 = 0 corresponds to the Kerr metric.
To begin with, it is possible to show rigorously [35] that
the circularity condition (11) in the JP metric does not
admit spherical solutions (in it’s standard coordinates).
A hands-on understanding of the degree of ‘decircu-
larisation’ suffered by the photon orbits can be gained
by performing direct numerical integrations of the corre-
sponding geodesic equations. The aim is to test whether
photons could be trapped in the vicinity of the JP ‘black
hole’ to anything resembling a spherical orbit.
We setup our numerical experiment in the following
way. For the particular case of the Kerr metric (ε3 = 0)
and for a given spin parameter, we launch a photon from
a point on the equatorial plane, as close as numerically
possible to the known photon orbit so that it does not
plunge into the black hole. We then monitor the photon’s
trajectory forward and backward in time and see how this
4close-approach ‘zoom-whirl’ orbit looks like. In Kerr, the
outcome is the expected one, i.e., the photon approaches
the spherical photon orbit, remains in its vicinity for a
few ‘whirls’ and then moves away from the black hole.
During the whirling phase, the photon remains with high
accuracy on a constant radius. An example of such a Kerr
orbit (together with the zero-velocity separatrix Veff = 0)
is show at the top left plot in Fig. 1. The orbit’s radial
profile r(t) is shown in Fig. 2 (red dashed curve).
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FIG. 1. The r(t), θ(t) profiles of spherical, spheroidal and
scattering orbits in the Kerr and JP metric for a = 0.7M .
The top row shows co-rotating orbits with impact parameter
b = 2.169 in a Kerr spacetime (left) and in a JP spacetime
with ε3 = 1 (right). The bottom left plot shows plots for
several prograde orbits with an impact parameter of b = 1.5
in a JP spacetime, with ε3 = 5. The bottom right plot shows
a retrograde orbit for a JP spacetime again with the same
ε3, but with b = 4.09. The Kerr orbit remains close to the
spherical orbit, at about r0 ≈ 2.3268M .
The same procedure is followed in the integration of
the ε3 6= 0 geodesics, but this time it is done while we
lack the guiding help of a beforehand known photon orbit
radius. As soon as an appropriate orbit is found, we try
to push it as close to the plunging limit as possible.
An example of such a photon orbit for ε3 = 1 is shown
in Fig. 1 (top right panel). At a first glance, the orbit
looks Kerr-like. However, a more careful inspection re-
veals that this is not the case, in agreement with our ear-
lier comment about the absence of spherical orbits. The
non-Kerr character of the orbit is more visible in Fig. 2,
where r(t) can be seen to take a spheroidal form, dis-
playing small oscillations about some mean radius. This
result offers a nice example of a spacetime that has no
spherical orbits but can, nevertheless, trap photons in
spheroidal orbits for considerable time intervals.
The situation can be markedly different for a larger de-
formation, e.g. ε3 = 5. Any attempt to find a spheroidal
orbit in this JP metric results in failure, provided the
orbits are prograde (b > 0) and of low inclination with
respect to the equatorial plane. Some examples of failed
attempts can be seen in Fig. 1 (bottom left panel). A typ-
ical r(t) profile can be seen in Fig. (2); in the same figure
it is also evident the inability of the photon to spend any
appreciable time near the black hole. In contrast, retro-
grade orbits (b < 0) appear to behave in the spheroidal
fashion of the previous ε3 = 1 orbits, see bottom right
panel of Figure 1 and Fig. (2). This is not entirely sur-
prising, since a photon in a retrograde orbit would stay
further out and be less affected by the spacetime’s non-
Kerr deformations.
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FIG. 2. Loss of spherical photon orbits as a function of the
deformation away from Kerr. We show the r(t) profiles of the
JP photon orbits of Fig. 1, including an example of a spher-
ical Kerr orbit (red dashed curve). A plus/minus indicates a
prograde/retrograde orbit. The prograde ε3 = 1 orbit (blue
wavy curve) as well as the retrograde ε = 5 one (dark green
curve) are spheroidal, resulting in photons trapped near the
black hole for a considerable period of time. No such notion
exists in the case of prograde ε3 = 5 orbits (green curve).
The upshot of this discussion is that although non-
separability may result in the loss of spherical orbits,
photons could still be temporarily trapped in spheroidal
trajectories if the departure from separability is in some
sense “small”. Furthermore, significantly deformed non-
Kerr spacetimes may display a much richer phenomenol-
ogy such as non-equatorial photon orbits (see [35] for
details).
Implications for non-Kerr objects.— The topic of this
letter, namely, the connection between separability of a
spacetime and the behaviour of photon orbits (spheri-
cal, spheroidal or non-trapping), can become a powerful
(and to some extent a model/theory-agnostic) tool for
diagnosing the presence of a non-Kerr metric.
Black hole ringdown signals (as the ones produced by
merging black holes) are dominated by the (`,m) = (2, 2)
QNM, associated with the (prograde) equatorial photon
ring. However, tests of the GR no-hair theorem requires
the simultaneous observation of additional modes, with
5(3, 3), (2, 1), (3, 2) being the most likely candidates, in
terms of detectability [41, 42]. Our results have a di-
rect impact on the 0 < m < ` modes which are naturally
associated with prograde spherical photon orbits. As-
suming that the merger produces a non-Kerr object with
a non-separable spacetime, its QNM spectroscopy might
reveal a number of missing/dimmed ‘lines’ that would
otherwise manifest as ` ≥ m Kerr QNMs. This could be
smoking gun evidence for a non-Kerr object.
In parallel with GW observations, one could look for
the electromagnetic signature of absent spherical photon
orbits in the shadow formed by supermassive black holes
when illuminated by their radiating accretion flows. The
goal of the EHT project is to produce a sharp image of the
shadow of our galactic Sgr A∗ black hole candidate (and
of other nearby systems) [26]. The morphology of the
shadow largely reflects the existence of photon rings and
spherical photon orbits in the underlying spacetime. This
detailed imaging should be able to identify the presence
of spherical photon orbits or perhaps the lack thereof (in
the form of missing trapping orbits).
The implications of this work are clearly intriguing and
potentially important, and should be addressed by future
work. As a first extension, in a forthcoming paper we
plan to investigate the scattering of scalar waves in a non-
Kerr spacetime with the purpose of understanding how
the wave dynamics is affected by the loss of separability
and spherical orbits.
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